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PARTS OF THE 
ENGINE USING BP

Navitization
During the cooking process BP 

can be cross compiled to C++ and 
nativized - Optional and not 

always used.

Inheritance
Classes derive and inherit from their 

parent classes.

ENGINE AND PROJECT FOLDERS

Replication
Many things have build in replication - 
especially in the Gameplay Framework. Actor

GameMode

Pawn

CharacterPlayerControllerAI Controller Spectator

Controller GameState PlayerState

Emitter

PointLight Audio

StaticMesh 40+ More

GameInstance

Many many
more things

CORE FEATURES OF BP

C++
C++ as a language in its entirety.

Blueprint
Blueprint in its entirety.

PERFORMANCE AND
DEBUGGING TOOLS

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

BLUEPRINT
COMMUNICATION

Function Libraries
With C++ defined Functions for BP.

Framework
Standard key classes 

- ex Gameplay Framework.

Func Lib for BP can also be
accessible regardless of hierarchy

Compilation
Compiles to Bytecode.

VM
Executed through a VM.

BP is applied to and used within...

Actor Blueprint
The standard, most common, and 

most obvious way BP is used within 
the editor and its tools.

Level Blueprint
Each level also contains a BP used 

for level unique functionality.

Anim Blueprint
Animations and their state 
machines are BP driven.

Sequencer
Logic can be directly embedded into 

cinematics via locally-stored BP.

UMG
UI and interfaces have their 

functionality scripted through 
embedded BP.

Niagara
Particle systems have BP embedded 
to script and drive complex behavior.

Variants Manager
Allows for creating and managing 
large numbers of actors in levels 
through embedded BP scripts.

Direct References
Call on functionality by directly 

referencing the other actor.

Casting
Cast to the other actor if a direct 

reference is not possible.

Interfaces
Bridges two or more BP through

a neutral interface layer.

C++
Routes things via C++ - ex C++ 
provided events and variables.

Event Dispatcher
Callable and bindable events.

BP to BP
Communication

BP talk to each other in 
many different ways.

Performance and 
Debugging

The various profiling and 
debugging tools.

FrontEnd
Snapshop or frame average 

recorded profiling sessions as read 
by the FrontEnd tool.

Stats
Various stats can display ms 

expense - ex Stat Game.
Blueprint Debugger
Breakpoints and step-through within 

the BP tools.

Logic Visualizer
BP can display the flow of logic and 

value of variables as it executes.

Blueprint Watcher
Read the value of tracked variables 

via the Watcher panel.

Visual Logger
Over time and visually within the 

viewport track actors and variables.

Automated Testing
Allows for creating and managing 
Automatically execute a batch of 

BP scripts to verify their 
functional integrity.

Child Actors
An actor, thereby including another 
BP actor, can be held within a Child 

Actor Component.

Data Tables
An actor, thereby including another 

Storing data in tables for easier 
editing and itteration.

Data Assets
Special classes that solely

hold variables.

Curves
Curve assets can be read to 

drive functionality.

Editor Blueprint 
Scripting

Editor only Blueprints to script 
tools and complement workflows.

Blueprint
Components

Actor or Scene BP components 
can hold BP functionality that can 
then be added to other BP Actors.

Function Libraries
BP Actor independent libraries - 
Similar to the C++ Function Lib.

Macro Libraries
Similar to Function Libs but for 
Macros - BP Actor independent.

Editor Utility 
Widget

Editor only Blueprints to script 
tools or mass-control imorting 

and assets.

Action Utility
Performed on either an Actor or 

Asset level.

Editor Utility 
Object

Runs in the background with
the editor.

OPTIONAL DATA FEATURES

Components
All the types of components that can 

be added and held by a BP.
EventGraph

The main work space of BP and the 
key area for visual scripting.

Construction Script
Preparation script that runs ahead 

of everything else.

Function
BP Authored functions that 

exist locally.

Variables
All dozens of types of available 

variables. May also be inherited from 
parent classes and C++.

Macro
Similar to Function but for Macros.

Event Dispatcher
Callable and bindable events - one of 
the BP to BP communication tools.

Replication
BP supports replication throughout 

the Eventgraph and other parts.

Timeline
Sub tool in BP - Curve based 

animation tool.

Events / Functions / 
Var

C++ Events, Functions and Variables 
as exposed to BP.


